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About Bdix

- Inception in August, 2004
- Layer 2 Internet Exchange Point
- Supports both MLPA and BLPA
- Membership based non profit organization
- Any organization having ASN and own Internet Transit can be a member

http://www.bdix.net/
35 ISPs are peering at this moment

Mostly are connected at a speed of 100Mbps


3 ISPs are now peering in IPv6
F Root Server Mirror for Faster DNS Query
Also Hosting Team Cymru POD for flow analysis and Malware detection
PCH hosted looking glass server and .ORG Mirror along with number of ccTLD mirror
TOOLS

- gTLD mirrors (.COM/.NET) hosted by VeriSign
- BDIX hosted SIP Interconnection Server among ITSPs

http://www.bdix.net/
Traffic Growth Over the Year
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Traffic Growth Over the Years

BW avg. consumption over the year

http://www.bdix.net/
UPCOMING CHANGES

- Extreme Summit X250e -24x
- IPV6 Peering
- Telcos are coming to BDIX
- NIX License is coming from Govt.

http://www.bdix.net/